INTRA Raw will map and develop new cooperation opportunities with Australia, Canada, Japan, South Africa and the United States, with the objective of launching a permanent international Raw Materials Observatory operating internationally to promote cooperation with technologically advanced non-EU countries.
Research and innovation

Raw materials policies and strategies

Management and substitution of critical raw materials

Joint educational & skills programmes

Exploration, extraction, processing & recycling practices

Licensing and permitting procedures, royalties & tax policies

Data reporting systems

BEST PRACTICE
Action Plans

1. R&I  
2. E&O  
3. I&T  
4. RM&S

Roadmap
Cross-cutting Actions
honest broker acting as an impartial international mediator specialised in the minerals value chain to support international cooperation

services to members
1. Platform for dialogues on mineral raw materials
2. Innovation barometers and foresight

services to the market
1. Diplomacy support
2. Match-making (cooperation schemes)
3. Foresight consulting

International Organisation AISBL
Based in Brussels
Incorporated on 14 SET 2017

MEMBERSHIP open to all stakeholders
fees depend on the size of organisations